
PROFILE	 I am a creative professional with 7+ years of experience in the Nova 
Scotia film industry. I have worked on numerous documentary and 
factual entertainment projects throughout my career on all stages of 
production, mainly in a producing or writing capacity. Combining this 
experience with my passion for storytelling, I now focus mainly on 
writing. With a life-long goal of seeing more LGBTQIA+ stories and 
positive experiences on screen.  

EXPERIENCE	 Freelance Writer 
Writer | Content Creator 

	 Researching and writing true crime documentary reviews twice a week.

	 www.filmfiles.ca | @filmfilescanada 

	 Production Assistant  
	 Keeping base camp and various shoot locations safe and clean. 

Running errands and completing various tasks to keep the show 
running smoothly. 


	 “The Curse of Oak Island” - Season 9 

	 Writer | Story Editor

	 Working one-on-one with editors to deliver rough and fine cut episodes 

to the post-production manager on a weekly basis. Writing host 
narration, episode one-pagers and outlines. 


	 “Eyes for the Job” Season 2 & 3.


	 Line Producer

	 Completing budgets, financing and government credit applications on 

behalf of the Executive Producer. Overseeing that projects stayed on 
budget and met all requirements set out by broadcasters, distributors and 
government entities.


	 “Love Food” Season 3, “That Hack Show” Season 1, “Adopted”, “A Fragile 
Peace”, “Ability”, “Just A Kid”, “Here Right Now” & “Eyes for the Job” Season 1  
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EXPERIENCE Business Affairs | Bookkeeping

	 Preparing cash flows and transaction reports, production insurance, 

location and music agreements, employee contracts and payroll.

	 “Nova Scotia Revealed” - Season 2, “Call Me Crazy”, “Sticks and Stones”, 

“Love Food” - Season 2, “Ghost Coast”, “Citizen Soldiers” & “Beyond the 
Game”


EDUCATION	 Nova Scotia Community College, Screen Arts Program 

	 Diploma, 2013

	 A two-year film production program. 


INTERNSHIPS	 2021 Screen Nova Scotia Screenwriting Internship Program

	 CBC’s “Coroner” - Season 4. Showrunner: Adriana Maggs 

	 Netflix sponsored two week internship in a writer’s room for a crime/drama.


WORKSHOPS Director’s Guild of Canada Set PA Workshop - March 20, 2021  

SKILLS	 Detail-oriented with a strong ability to work under pressure. 

	 Creative and a good team player who has worked with those from all 

walks of life. 

	 Organized with strong time management, budgeting and scheduling 

skills.  
Efficient with Apple or PC computers; Microsoft office, Pages & 
Procreate. 


	 Ability to set and meet deadlines.


HOBBIES Drawing, painting, reading, podcasts and digital art. 


INTERESTS True crime, niche history subjects, mental health and LGBTQIAS+ 
advocacy and positive representation in media. 
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